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Inspection Summary:

The NRC resident inspectors conducted routine safety inspections during power 1

eperations. Plant operational items reviewed were selected events, emergency
feedwater system standby alignment and selected equipment operability status, in-
ciuding a licensee safety evaluation for defeating the main feedwater isolation
function. Management meetings were held with the licensee regarding the adequacy
of the Technical and Safety Review Program and the cycle 7 refueling outage.

|

Inspection Results:

:

Selected safety-related equipment / systems were operable and/or properly aligned
to support operations in accordance with Technical Specifications. The defeat of

| the main feedwater isolation function was properly evaluated. Licensee actions
i associated with NRC Bulletin 85-03 were tentatively acceptable pending implementa-
'

-tion review.

Licensee representatives showed good initiative in identifying and reporting to
the NRC Resident Office the equipment qualification (EQ) problem with a pressurizer
vent valve. Additional information is needed in order to resolve this EQ problem.

The licensee is enhancing the event review process, especially with respect to the
evaluation of human performance. The licensee was generally responsive toward
discussing and resolving NRC staff issues at the subject meetings. The licensee
appears to be well prepared for the upcoming refueling outage.

I
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DETAILS

1.0' Introduction and Overview

1.1 Licensee Activities

During the report period, the plant operated at full power. As of 8:00
a.m. on May 14, 1988, TMI-1 was operating at full power with the Reactor
Coolant System (RCS) at normal operating temperature (579 F average) and
pressure (2155 psig).

1.2 NRC Staff Activities

The purpose of this inspection was to assess licensee activities during
the power operations mode as they related to reactor safety, safeguards,
and radiation protection. Within each area, the inspectors documented
the specific purpose of the area under review,' acceptance criteria and
scope of inspection, along with appropriate findings / conclusions. The
inspectors made this assessment by reviewing information on a sampling
basis through actual observation of licensee activities, interview with
licensee personnel, measurement of radiation levels, or independent cal-
culation and selective review of listed applicable documents. NRC staff
inspections are generally conducted in accordance with NRC Inspection
Procedures (NIP's). These NIP's are noted under the appropriate sections
in the Table of Contents of this report.

1.3 Persons Contacted

During this inspection, the following key licensee personnel provided
substantial information in the development of the inspectors' findings.

O. Atherholt, Plant Operations Engineer--

-- G. Broughton, Operations / Maintenance Director
,

t -- *J. Colitz, Manager, Plant Engineering
W. County, Quality Assurance (QA) Auditor--

G. Gilbody, QA Auditor--

*H. Hukill, Vice President and Of rector, TMI-1--

' R. Knight, Licensing Engineer--

M. Nelson, Manager, Nuclear Safety--

S. Otto Licensing Engineer--

A. Palmer, Manager, Radiological Controls Field Operations--

M. Ross, Director, Plant Operations--

*H. Shipman, Plant Operations Engineer--

D. Shovlin, Plant Materiel Director--

*C. Smyth, Manager, Licensing--

P. Snyder, Materiel Assessment Manager--

* Denotes attendance at final exit meeting (see also Section E).

|
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2.0 Plant Operations

2.1 Criteria / Scope of Review

The resident inspectors periodically inspected the facility to determine
the licensee's compliance with the general operating requirements of
Section 6 of the Technical Specifications (TS) in the following areas:

review of selected parameters for abnormal tre'ds;--

-- plant status from a maintenance / modification viewpoint, including
plant housekeeping and fire protection neasures;

-- control of ongoing and special evolutions, including control room
personnel awareness of these evolutions;

-- control of documents, including logkeeping practices;

implementation of radiological controls; and,--

implementation of the security plan, including access control,--

boundary integrity, and badging practices.

2.2 Events

2.2.1 Incomplete Return to Service of Feedwater Flow Transmitter

On March 28, 1988, an instrumentation and control (I&C) tech-
nician completed the calibration of a feedwater flow transmit-
ter. After valving in the flow transmitter, the technician
informed control room personnel over a headset phone that the
instrument was valved in-service. The shift supervisor, who
received the information, assumed that the instrument was ready
for use and within a short time (less than a minute) ordered
a control room operator (CRO) to select the "normal instrument
line-up." The CR0 selected the SP88-DPT2 transmitter and the
SP5-TE2 temperature element, which were the required inputs
for the flow transmitter that had been just valved in. The
fact that the SP5-TE2 temperature element was still in test,
with a decade box providing a test input, was not known to
control room personnel.

A few minutes elapsed when the technician disconnected his test
input from SP5-TE2. In the control room, the temperature in-
dicator (SP5-TI2) fluctuated, then failed high. This resulted
in at least two annunciator alarms (British Thermal Unit (BTU)
limit on "B" Once-Through Steam Generator (OTSG) and high level
in "B" 0TSG). The Integrated Control System (ICS) began run-
ning back because of the imposed BTU limit. The CR0 correctly
identified the failed input signal and terminated the transient

.. .
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by seiecting "HAND" on the feedwater valve controllers. The
runback resulted in a temporary reduction in power of about
3 percent before termination.

Following the transient, the Plant Operations Director re-
quested that the Human Performance Evaluation Systems (HPES)
coordinator (a member of the Independent On-Site Safety Review
Group (10SRG)) evaluate the incident to determine its root
cause and to identify what actions should be taken to preclude
a recurrence. ,

The inspector independently reviewed the circumstances that
lead to this evant, the methods used by the HPES coordinator
to evaluate t 'oo+ cause, and the licensee's corrective

be implemented. Similar to the licenseeactions tb _s e a
representa e who reviewed this event, the inspector concluded
that the incident was caused by a failure on the part of the
t:chnician to transmit pertinent and complete information ver-
bully. There was also a failure on the part of control room
personnel to question the information provided to them and to
incorrectly assume the degree of completion of the calibration.

The inspector determined that the licensee's corrective actions
were appropriate. These actions included modifying the cali-
bration procedure by adding a precaution statement that informs
technicians that if test equipment is connected to sub-compon-
ents associated with a system, the system should not be turned
over to the control room until the entire system is ready for
"return to service." Additional corrective action is being
taken to develop formal, verbal communication guidelines,
especially for those communications concerning the change of
status of instrumentation and controls.

In reviewing the licensee's response to this incident, the in-
spector reviewed the methods used by the licensee's HPES co-
ordinator. The system was implemented in aarly February 1988,
under the direction of the Manager, Nuclear Safety, to use a
series of formalized investigative techniques that examine the
sequence of events leading to personnel errors to determine
the underlying cause of why these errors occurred.

These review techniques include a Situational Analysis, a Be-
havior Factor Analysis, a Casual Factor Analysis, a Task An-
alysis (including a walk-through of the incident by the re-
viewer), and a Procedural Analysis. From these analyses, re-
commendations are made to the appropricte departments within
the licensec'r organization to develop specific actions to
correct the problem.

I
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The_ incidents in which the techniques of:the HPES can be ap-
plied can-range from those that are reportable per regulatory

. requirements, to those which justify issuing a Plant Incident
Report (PIR), to those that have minor safety significance.
Incidents evaluated in the HPES are based on the suggestion
of and are subjected to the discretion of nuclear safety man-
agement.

The licensee's initiative to implement the HPES is independent
of licensee actions in response to'the recent Systematic As-
sessment of Licensee Performance (SALP), which addresses docu-
mentation and tracking of those plant incidents which have
relatively minor safety significance. A separate means is
being developed by the Plant Operations Department to address
this class of incidents and is scheduled for implementation-

in mid-summer 1988.

The inspector had no further questions on the incident or on
the licensee's review and evaluation techniques.

2.2.2 Loss of a Vital Instrument Bus

Through review of control room logs and discussions with lic-
ensee representatives, the inspector determined that on April
19, 1988, at 7:30 p.m., a voltage spike occurred on the "C"
vital bus (VB) that resulted in the trip of the "C" channel
of the Reactor Protection System (RPS), the trip of channel
3 of the Engineered Safeguards Actuation System (ESAS) and a
trip of fans AH-E-10 and 11 that supply air to the fuel hand-
ling building and auxiliary building, respectively. The cause r

; of the voltage spike was attributed to a test lead becoming
Jisconnected from a terminal block for RM-A-2 and shorting
across contacts. At that time, an I&C technician was per-
forming a test on the circuitry to RM-A-2. CR0's took quick
and correct actions to restore the "C" VB and reset the tripped
channels. Systems were restored to normal within five minutes.

The inspector determined that the only documentation of the
incident was in the control room logs and that no PIR or simi-
lar management tool was initiated to formally document and
track such events. The incident had the potential for tripping
the plant if a second fault occurred coincidentally within the
RPS. The inspector reiterated this concern to licensee man-
agement as another example of a previously identified weakness
in the handling of such incidents. Licensee representatives
informed the inspector that a system to document, track, and
inform responsible departments within the site organization
is being developed and should be implemented soon (see also

! paragraph 2.2.1).

The inspector had no further questions on this matter.

|
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'2.2.3 Once-Through Steam Generator High Level Main Feedwater
Isolation in Defeat

During the: course of the present cycle 6 operations,-the lic--

ensee has experienced a gradual increase in Once-Through Steam
Generator (OTSG) operating levels. This gradual level increase
for both OTSG's has been due to a slow buildup of corrosion
products-inside the OTSG that interferes with heat transfer,

and flow rate through the tube support plates. As the heat
transfer surfaces have fouled, a higher level in the OTSG 'is
required to extract the amount of energy required to operate

,

at 100 percent power. Levels during this inspection period -

have been in,the 87-89 percent range, up from 75-80 percent
range at the start of cycle 6 (March 1987). The licensee has
limited 0TSG level to less than 92 percent to using the Inte-
grated Control System (ICS) settings. Some minor plant transi-

i ents have occurred during this cycle in the secondary plant
where OTSG levels have momentarily increased to. greater than*

92 percent.

At an operating OTSG level of 97.5 percent, an isolation of [.

the main feedwater (MFW) regulating and block valves would
occur to protect against adverse consequences of an over-cool-,

ing transient due to feedwater system control malfunction.
This MFW isolation function at 97.5 percent can be blocked or '

defeated at the main control board by means of two switches,-
train "A" and train "B", which, when actuated, will prevent
the MFW isolation valves from shutting even if 0TSG level would,

,

increase above 97.5 percent.

The licensee recently evaluated plant conditions and they con-
cluded that safe plant operation would be enhanced (by avoiding
unnecessary plant trips) by manually blocking the OTSG high
level isolation of MFW and allowing plant operators to take
manual action for any actual or impending high level in the
OTSG. The license issued a Temporary Change Notice (TCN) to
Operating Procedure (OP) 1102-4, Revision 45, "Power Operation,"
to allow defeating this function and providing guidance to
operators on when manual action should be taken. To support
this TCN, the licensee also performed a 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation i

and concluded that placing the OTSG isolation function in de-
feat would not adversely affect nuclear safety. As of May 14,
1988, both trains of MFW isolati'n on OTSG high level were
defeated and they were expected co remain in that condition
until the end of cycle 6.

!l .

' The inspector reviewed the licensee's safety evaluations and -

procedure changes. Since manual isolation was now the only
,

way to prevent overfill of the OTSG, the inspector questioned '

several operators on their expected response to this situation.
The operators questioned were aware of the implications of

i
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operation with the MFW isolation in defeat and were aware of ,

their required actions if OTSG level reached excessively high
levels. At the end of the inspection period, no events had
occurred that required manual action on the part of operators
to prevent overfilling of the OTSG's. Operators were properly
briefed at shift turnover briefings and were all aware of this
particular condition on plant operation.

During the upcoming outags, 7R, the licensee plans to conduct
a mechanical cleaning operation, termed "Water Slap," on the
OTSG':. This technique is designed to remove a portion of the
corrosion deposits that are inside the OTSG and'is expected
to lower OTSG operating levels when the plant is returned to
power operation.

2.3 Emergency Feedwater System Alignment Review

The inspector reviewed OP 1106-6, "Auxiliary Systems Operating Procedures.
Emergency Feedwater," and OP 1105-29, "Heat Sink Protection System," to
determine if they are in accordance with regulatory requirements (ANSI

.18.7-1976) and whether the technical adequacy of these procedures was
consistent with desired actions and modes of operation. As part of this
review, the inspector examined Drawing No. C-302-082, Revision 3, "Emer-
gency Feedwater." During the week of May 1,1988, the inspector examined
valve alignment in the accessible areas of the system.

No violations of regulatory requirements were identified.

2.4 Operations Summary. .

.

The Emergency Feedwater System (EFW) was properly aligned in a standby
mode to support operations.

The individual events reviewed above did not raise any new safety con-
cerns. The licensee continued to develop a review methodology for low
threshold events of minor safety significance. As a substantial initi-

i ative, the licensee selected certain events for a detailed hur.an perform-
ance review.

The 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation on defeating the MFW isolation function was
sufficiently detailed to address the design basis for the function and
related safety concerns.

3.0 Maintenance / Surveillance

3.1 Criteria / Scope of Review

The inspectors reviewed selected activities to verify proper implementa-
tion of the applicable portions of the maintenance and surveillance pro-2

grams. The inspector used the general criteria listed under the plant

{
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operations section of the report. Specific areas of review are listed
in Attachment 1. A more detailed review of equipment operability is i

addressed below.

3.2 Pressurizer Vent Valve-Environmental Qualification

i The-licensee discovered during an independent review of the technical
'- specifications that the environmental qualification (EQ) status of RC-V28,

pressurizer vent ve.lve, was questionable. RC-V28 is a one-inch motor-
operated valve that serves as isolation for the pressurizer vent to the-
reactor coolant drain tank. Another valve, RC-V44, a solenoid valve,
is also installed in this piping up stream of RC-V28. This path serves
as the pressurizer vent path, which was installed to meet the require-
ments of 10 CFR 50.44 for RCS high point vent systems.

The licensee's review discovered that RC-V28 was not listed in the master
EQ list. Subsequent-licensee inspection of the valve on site revealed
several potential deficient conditions that could render the valve non-
environmentally qualified. The licensee was unable to remove the Limi-
torque valve actuator cover to inspect the internal wiring to verify the
status of jumper leads. Also, in question was the motor power lead.

| -The licensee opened Job Ticket (JT) No. CS-521 to oerform an EQ inspec-
| tion of the valve and to accomplish any work that could be done at this

time. JT No. CS-521 installed a grease relief valve on the. gear case
and installed an "T" type connection (drain) on the motor housing. The
licensee also verified that the notor heater leads were not connected
at the motor control center (MCC).

it appears that due to the inability of the licensee to verify the con-
dition of the valve that the EQ status of the valve is still in question.

The licensee is preparing an operability determination and a justifica-
tion for continued operation that is expected to be completed by May 20,
1988. The question concerning the EQ status of RC-V28 is unresolved
pending further review of the licensee evaluation (289/88-08-01).

3.3 .(0 pen) NRC Temporary Instruction (289/25-15-73): Motor-Operated Valve
Common Mode Failure

As requested by Action Item "e" of NRC Bulletin 85-03, "Motor-0perated
Valve Common Mode Failures During Plant Transients Due to Improper Switch
Settings," the licensee identified the selected safety-related valves,
the valves' maximum differential pressures, and the licensee's program
to assure valve operability in their letters dated May 27 and September
15, 1986, and February 27, 1987. Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
(NRR) review of these responses indicated the need for additional infor-
mation which was contained in NRC Region I letter dated September 9, 1987.

.
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Review of the licensee's October 14, 1987, response to this request for
additional information indicates that the licensee's selection of th?
applicable safety-related valves to be addressed and the valves' max mum
differential pressures meets the requirements of the bulletin and that
the program to assure valve operability requested by Action Item "e" of
the bulletin is now acceptable.

The results of the inspection. to verify proper implementation of this
program and the review of the final response required by Action Item "f"
of the bulletin will be addressed in additional inspection reports.

3.4 Equipment Operability Summary

No new major equipment problems were noted during this period. Safety-
related equipment remained operable in accordance with Technical Speci-
fication requirements. Licensee representatives showed good initiative
in identifying and reporting to the resident inspectors the environment
qualification problem for RC-V28. Additional information was needed to
resolve that item. Licensee actions related to the operability of motor-
operated valves (NRC Bulletin 85-03) were tentatively acceptable pending

i NRC staff implementing review in accordance with NRC Temporary Instruc-
| tion.

4.0 Meetings with Licensee

| 4.1 Technical and Safety Review Meeting - (0 pen) Violation (289/87-08-01):

| Failure to Properly Document Safety Reviews

4.1.1 Attendees and Participants .

On April 26, 1988, the following licensee and NRC staff per-
sonnel attended a management meeting. The Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania sent a representative as an observer.

| GPU Nuclear Corporation (GPUNC)

R. Germann, Nuclear Safety Assessment Director--

| S. Kowkabany, Licensing Engineer--

-- R. Long, Vice President, Planning and Safety Review
-- R. McGoey, Manager of PWR Licensing

i
-- M. Nelson, Manager of Nuclear Safety, TMI-1

1 -- W. Stewart, Safety Review Manager, Oyster Creek (OC)
-- J. Sullivan, Plant Operations Director, OC

P. Wells, Safety Assessment Engineer Manager, Corporate--

|

|
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Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)

W. Baunack, Project Engineer, Region ~I (RI)--

L.'Bettenhausen, Chief, Projects Branch No. 1, RI---

-- .R. Conte, Senior Resident Inspector (TMI-1), RI
C. Cowgill, Chief, Reactor Projects Section_No. IA, RI--

A. Dromerick, Operating Reactors Project Manager, Office--

of-Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR)
-- R. Hernan, Operating Reactors Project Manager, NRR

W. Kane, Director, Division of Reactor Projects (DRP), RI--

J. Stolz, Director, Projected Director of I-4, NRR--

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

A. Bhattacharyya--

4.1.2 Purpose and Scope of the Management Meeting

The purpose of this meeting was to discuss the NRC staff con-
cerns and items of interest related to.the licensee's Technical
and Safety Review Program (TSRP) at TMI-1 (and Oyster Creek).
The topics of discussion were specified in an NRC letter, dated
March 7, 1988, (NRC Inspection Report No. 50-289/88-04). The
inspection report evaluated the licensee's response to a pre-
vious violation in this area.

The meeting was at the Region I Office in King of Prussia,
Pennsylvania, and it lasted from 1:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. on I
April 26, 1988. The licensee provided handouts (Attachment -

2 page numerology was inserted by NRC. staff).

The licensee's Vice President of Planning and Safety Review
' indicated their readiness to discuss the requested topics and

any other specific aspects of their TSRP. They were particu-
larly interesteo in resolving the apparent impasse between
licensee and NRC staff on the adequacy of the licensee's metho-
dology for TSRP.

; 4.1.3 Overview and Historical Development

i The licensee representatives provided an overview and histori-
cal development of the new TSRP, which was initiated in Sep-'

tember 1986. The intent was to improve the quality of the
safety evaluation for changes in the facility or for procedures
It is a graded approach to assure focus on the most important
topics related to safety. The graded approach is also to dis-
tinguish non-substantial from substantial changes.
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The new methodology took several years of review and study.
Several licensee self-assessments, both before and after Sep-
tember 1986, occurred and the licensee reviewed this process
at several levels of management, including the Office of the
President, GPUNC.

All reviews have findings that generally are favorable and
supportive of the TSRP. The licensee reported that the two-
step process is similar to that used as documented in a recent
industry document ("NUMARC" sponsored NSAC 105 -- currently
under review by NRC staff) and that it is similar to that used
at other nuclear facilities.

The licensee reported that this graded approach is generally
effective:

first, in distinguishing substantial versus non-substan---

tial changes;

-- second, in determining 10 CFR 50.59 applicability and non-
applicability;

-- third, in considering safety on actions previously not
evaluated by the 10 CFR 50.59 process, such as for certain
balance of plant systems; and,

fourth, safety evaluations are limited to the few, but--

relative most important, items that potentially affect
safety. .

4.1.4 Licensee Actions Since September 1986

The licensee representatives summarized their actions since
September 1986 with respect to:

-- improved implementation of the new process (refer to pages
2 and 3, Attachment 2);

-- additional guidance and training provided on how to an-
swer the form question on "potential impact to safety;"

additional guidance provided on licensing basis documents--

(LBD);

provisions made to explain the "N0" answers to the ques---

tions on "Form 1" of the two-step process (page 2, At-
tachment 2);

-- additional work with GPUNC division to assure proper im-
plementation and provide for divisional feedback;
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following industrial developments in this area (NUMARC/--

NSAC 105);

revies NRC inspection-reports at other facilities, as well--

as on going ~ discussions with other nuclear utilities

enhanced training for reviewers, along with teaching-

standards (starting at Oyster Creek);

continued self-assessment of the process and periodic--

reports-to the General Office Review Board; and,

quality assurance audit underway at both Oyster Creek and--

TMI-1.

The licensee representatives then summarized the results of
their self-assessment of the new TSRP to date. Substantial
discussion occurred between meeting participants on what the
results meant in terms of proper implementation in the interest
of safety. The licensee representatives summarized the results
overall as being favorable, but-they nighlighted smne negative
attributes for which they have or will initiate corrective
actions. These attributes were:

some GPUNC divisions needed additiona' procedural guidance;.--

some GPUNC divisions needed additional training;--

some GPUNC divisions needed more "licensing" organization--

involvement in their implementation of TSRP; and,

some GPUNC divisions needed to allow more time for review.--

The licensee had identified no weaknesses at TMI-1 Division.
(NOTE: As an interim measure, TMI-1 Division had committed to
NRC staff to use both forms of the two-step process until the
TSRP issue is resolved between licensee and NRC staff).

i In light of their work on TSRP, the Vice President of Planning
.

and Safety Review provided the following overall conclusions:
all divisions were supportive of TSRP and the process could
be more effective if:

issues with NRC are resolved;--

enhanced procedural guidance is provided at division level;--

more practical time (case studies) is provided for review;--

,

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - ___ - .t
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testing of trainees is. performed for the reviewer quali---

fications-in TSRP; and,

safety review coordinators become more viable and account ---

able for problem resolutions with respect to interface
with outside GPUNC divisions.

The licensee representatives further stated that the TSRP is
sound and it concentrates on the-more effective implementation -

on processing revisions / changes for the facility and for pro-
cedures.

4.1.5 Implementation Discussion

In light of the above information, substantial discussion en-
sued on the forms used to document the review of facility and
procedural changes (page 2, safety determination, and page 3,
safety evaluation, of Attachment 2). With respect to proce-
dural changes, it appears that, in general, the answer to
question No. 3 (as opposed to question Nos. 4 to 6) on the
safety determination (SD) produces a safety evaluation. Ac-
cordingly, NRC staff focused on the procedural guidange and-
training adequacy on answering question 3 for preparers and
reviewers who complete the SD's and SE's. The NRC staff con-
cluded that how question 3 is answered determines how well 10
CFR 50.59 is properly implemented. The NRC staff noted that;

licensee representatives could not provide definitive and clear
guidance on how to answer question 3 on the SD, while they were
reluctant to say that the guidance should be the answers to
the questions on the safety evaluation (SE).

The apparent impasse took on more definition. The licensee
,

maintains that question 3 on the SD could be answered indepen-
! dent of the SE. Noting the lack of clear guidance for question

3, the NRC staff could not understand how question 3 could be
adequately answered without considering the questions / criteria
in the SE. With both parties acknowledging the impasse, the
discussion went on to address the topics of pages 4-7 on At-
tachment 2, as addressed in the paragraph below.

4.1.6 Residual Inspection Report Issues

Most of the issues addressed in NRC Inspection Report (IR) Nos.
50-289/87-08 and 88-04 were either addressed above, resolved
in the reports, or are residual issues that are addressed below
(pages 4-7, Attachment 2.)

| The NRC staff acknowledged the GPUN positions listed in the
j subject pages of Attachment 2. The NRC staff clarified page
|

4 of the attachment in that, if the adequacy of implementation

I
l-
|
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for the TSRP is not fully resolved, it may lead to technical
specification and 10 CFR 50.59 noncompliance. The NRC staff
also clarified that IR No. 50-289/87-04 stated that the licen-
see's TSRP met the intent of rules and regulations. The action
stated on page 4 - 7 may be reviewed in a future inspection.

With respect to pages 6 and 7 of Attachment 2, the licensee
representatives acknowledged that previous terminology "licens-
ing basis document" was confusing; and, accordingly, it was
replaced by "Safety Analysis Report" (SAR).

As noted on page 7 of Attachment 2, the SAR is a broad defini-
tion of documents which is consistent with current NRC staff
view.

Licensee representatives also indicated that they were in the
process of assuring that docketed commitments (on which the
operating license / amendment was based) were in the updated
Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). This will add to the
licensee's current high confidence level on the accuracy of
the updated FSAR. These actions will be reviewed under a pre-
vious unresolved item (289/87-08-02).

4.1.7 Meeting Conclusion

At 5:30 p.m., the meeting concluded. There was a better de-
finition of the impasse concerning the adequacy of the licen-
see's TSRP. The NRC staff asked the licensee to provide to
its personnel clearer and more definitive guidance (accompanied
by training) on how to answer the "affect on safety" question
(No. 3) in the licensee's safety determination form. Licensee
representatives agreed to get back to NRL staff by May 6, 1988,
in order to resolve the impasse.

Overall, the licensee was responsive in coming to and partici-
pating in this meeting. Further, NRC staff was encouraged by
the licensee initiative to screen out unimportant reviews, such
that more time could be spent on the more safety significant
issues when the facility or procedures were changed.

4.1.8 Licensee Letters of May 6, 1988

In order to meet their commitment at the conclusion of the
subject meeting, the licensee responded with a letter, dated
May 6, 1988, to Region I. The letter reiterated planned TSRP
procedural guidance to licensee TSRP reviewers. The guidance
was essentially a recommendation (not a requirement) for re-
viewers, in answering question No. 3 of the SD, to broadly
consider: (1) affect on the operation of safety-related equip-
ment and (2) potential to increase the probability of occur-
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rence or the consequences of any accident or malfunction of
safety related equipment or reduce any margin of safety. This
guidance will be incorporated into the licensee's training
program. The licensee went on to caveat their letter by stat-

"ing: ... that question 3 and this guidance are separate from
that portion of the Safety Review Process which ensures com-
pliance with 10 CFR 50.59."

In a conference call on the same day (between Messrs R. McGoey,
GPUN; L. Bettenhausen, NRC; C. Cowgill, NRC; and, R. Conte,
NRC), the NRC staff accepted the licensee's guidance. In that
conference call, NRC staff indicated that the guidance was weak,
but acceptable, pending a review for effective implementation.
The NRC staff also 'rdicated that question No. 3 and its guid-
ance, if properly implemented, may avert a noncompliance with
10 CFR 50.59. During that conference call, it also was agreed
that the TMI-1 Division's TSRP administrative controls should
be made consistent with the corporate procedure. It was later
identified at this report's exit meeting that TMI-1 Division
would not revise their procedures until after the refueling
outage (June - August 1988).

4.2 Outage Status Meeting

4.2.1 Attendees and Participants

On April 27, 1988, the following licensee and NRC staff per-
sonnel attended a management meeting.

GPU Nuclear Corporation (GPUNC)

G. Broughton, Director, Operations and Maintenance--

J. Colitz, Director, Plant Engineering--

D. Dyckman, Manager, Programs and Controls, TMI--

-- J. Frew, Maintenance and Construction Facilities (MCF)
Director, TMI
H. Hukill, Director, TMI-1--

R. McGoey, PWR Licensing Manager, Technical Functions--

R. Wolf, Project Engineer, Technical Functions--
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NRC

W. Baunack, Project Engineer, Division of Reactor Projects--

(ORP), Region I (RI)
t. Bettenhausen, Chief, Projects Branch No. 1, DRP, RI--

C. Cowgill, Chief, Reactor Projects Section IA, Projects--

Branch No. 1, DRP, RI.
R. Hernan, Project Manager, Office of Nuclear Reactor.--

Regulation (NRR)
D. Johnson, Resident Inspector, (TMI), RI--

W. Kane, Director, DRP, RI--

S. Sherbini, Senior Radiation Specialist, Division of--

Safety and Safeguards (ORSS)
A. Thadani, Acting Deputy Division, Division of Reactor--

Safety (DRS), RI

4.2.2 Purpose and Scope of Meeting

The purpose of this meeting was to discuss the status of the
upcoming outage, 7R, and work items of interest to the NRC
staff that will be accomplished during that outage. This type
of meeting was held to allow a flow of information concerning
items of mutual interest between the NRC and the GPUN and for
the NRC senior staff to express any existing safety concerns
prior to the start of the outage.

The meeting was held in the NRC Region I office in King of
Prussia, Pennsylvania from 9:00 a.m. till noon on April 27,
1988. The licensee provided handouts (Attachment 3 page
numerology was inserted by NRC staff) which detailed the status
of the outage preparation concerning scope, work force manage-

i ment, and preparation for startup. Also, the Director of TMI-1
provided a brief status of plant operational performance during
cycle 6 to date.

4.2.3 Scope of 7R
,

'

A licensee representative provided an overview of the scope
of 7R which focused on items that were regulatory required.

The licensee will conduct the technical specification-requiredj

! examination of both OTSG's by eddy current testing. The NRC
staff expressed concern that recently some problems have oc-
curred at other facilities with licensees' verification process
of actual tube degradation (throughwall defects) and also
verification of correct tube plugging. The licensee responded
that a verification of contractor test results was performed

by site engineering personnel. This resulted in a double
verification of any tubes that exceed the 40 percent through-
wall criteria for tube plugging. Also, af ter completion of

|
,

'
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repairs, the licensee used video tape verification to confirm
which tubes were actually plugged to compare against test re -
sults. This appeared to alleviate the NRC staff's concern
regarding recent steam generator (SG) tube plugging err ars.
The licensee was aware of the problems experienced by other
licensees in this area.

Second, the licensee was planning an extensive main steam pip-
ing erosion inspection. Approximately sixteen sections of pipe
was to be re-examined'and an additional fifty new areas'was
to be inspected. The NRC staff considered this to be'an ag-
gressive approach to respond to previously identified NRC con-
cerns in this area. (See NRC Bulletin 87-01, "Thinning of Pipe
Walls in. Nuclear Power Plants.") .

Third, the licensee was also planning to complete a significant [
portion of remaining work to upgrade instrumentation systems

. to the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.97. This was to
] include some instrumentation-work as was documented in NRC
~

Inspection Report No. 50-289/88-03. Additionally, the licensee ;

was to upgrade the control room panels to seismic status by
'

the addition of stiffners inside the panels and, also, by
welding the previously bolted portions of the panels to support !
structures, i

Other major work planned for this outage included inspection /
'

,

repair of all four reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal packages.
The sealt on the A, C, and D pumps have all experienced.abnor-

.

mal flow and leakage problems during the past few months of
' this cycle. A major upgrade to the fuel handling equipment
i in the fuel handling building and installation of new fuel
' handling equipment in the reactor building was also planned.
' The above-mentioned work represented the most significant por-

tion of the outage. Additional maintenance / surveillance acti-
vities also was to be accomplished that were normally carried
out on a refueling outage basis.

j. 4.2.4 Work Control

The plant shutdown is scheduled to occur on June 17, 1988, and
it is usually preceded by a major increase in the work force

i at the site. The expected contract labor force increase is
| from approximately fifty workers to more than 400 by the start

of the outage.

The licensee discussed plans to train those individuals and,
also, to ensure that individuals hired would not present any
human performance problems such as with illegal drug usage.
The licensee screens all newly hired individuals for drug usage
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prior to employment. Individuals that cannot pass testing or
refuse to be tested are not admitted on site. The NRC staff
is satisfied with the licensees' anticipatory measures.

Several contractors will be on site to perform various func-
tions during the outage. Contract workers and engineering
support personnel will be used for a minor generator inspec-
tion / repair, natural draft cooling tower repair, OTSG mechani-
cal cleaning, and 0TSG eddy current testing.

The NRC staff had no other concerns in this area and were
satisfied that the licensee was adequately handling the in-
creased labor force situation.

4.2.5 Startup Preparation

A licensee manager briefed the staff on pre planning for the
startup following the outage. A new process for turnover of
new systems that are installed during the outage was estab-
lished. This was in response to previously identified concerns
raised during 6R. More quality assurance (QA) involvemen+ and
verification was to be accomplished prior to new system opera-
tion instead of post-startup paper review. The NRC staff views
this as a positive change to licensee plans to control the
large volume of outage work.

The licensee also briefed the NRC staff on a document that
critiqued the previous outage (6R). This outage review was
used by the licensee to improve on areas where deficiencies
occurred in the past outage startup. One example of a problem
that occurred in the last outage startup was the significant
deficiencies that occurred as a result of inadequate installa-
tion of new systems. These deficiencies were discovered during
final system checkout and testing and resulted in some situ-
ations that could have caused safety systems actuation during
plant operation. Licensee measures to prevent recurrence of
these problems will be evaluated during the course of this
outage.

! 4.2.6 Meeting Conclusion

The meeting ended at about noon. It was viewed by the NRC
staff as a generally good dialogue. Significant concerns re-
lated to previous industrial experience on the outage and

; startup problems were communicated to the licensee management.
The licensee appeared to be prepared for the outage, both
technically and from a human performance viewpoint, such as,

| recognizing the need for drug testing.
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4.3 Summary of Meetings

The licensee was responsive to discuss the issues at the subject meeting.
The licensee appears to be well prepared for the upcoming refueling out-
age...The violation (289/87-08-01) on the TSRP program remains open
pending: (1) completion of licensee. action to revise applicable TSRP
procedures and conduct training on these procedural revisions; (2) NRC
staff verification of selected licensee action as noted herein; and,
(3) NRC staff review of the effectiveness of the licensee's procedural!

revision / training in the area of safety assessment.

5.0 Exit Meeting

The inspectors discussed the inspection scope and findings with licensee man-
agement at an exit meeting on May.19, 1988. Licensee personnel who attended
the exit meeting are marked by ari asterisk in paragraph 1.3. The inspection
results, as discussed at the meeting, are summarized in the cover page of the
inspection report. Licensee representatives did not indicate that any of the
subjects discussed contained proprietary or safeguards information.

Unresolved Items are matters about which more information is required in order
to ascertain whether they are acceptable, violations, or deviations. Unre-
solved items discussed during the exit meeting are addressed in Sections 3

.and 4.

.
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ATTACHMENT 1

NRC INSPECTION REPORT NO. 50-289/88-08

ACTIVITIES REVIEWED

Plant Operations

Control room operations during regular and back shift hours, including fre---

quent observation of activities in progress and periodic reviews of selected
sections of the shif t foreman's log and control room operator's log and
selected sections of other control room daily logs

Areas outside the control room--

-- Selected licensee planning meetings

-- Defeat of main feedwater isolation function as of May 14, 1988

During this inspection period, the inspectors conducted direct inspections during
the following back shift hours.

Day /Date Time

4/26/88 5:00 a.m. - 7:00 a.m.
5/1/88 3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
5/7/88 6:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
5/8/88 9:30 p.m. - 11:30 p.m.

Maintenance / Surveillance

Job Ticket (JT) No. CS-521 - Environmental Qualification Inspection on RC-V28--

JT No. CP-806 - Check Calibration of Transmitter SP8B-DPT2, Main Feedwater--

Loop 8

| Reactor Coolant system (RCS) Leak Rate

The inspector selectively reviewed RCS leak rate data for the past inspection
I period. The inspector independently calculated certain RCS leak rate data reviewed

using licensee input data and a generic NRC "BASIC" computer program, "RCSLK9",
as specified in NUREG 1107. Licensee (L) and NRC (N) data are tabulated below.

|

|

|
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TABLE

RCS LEAK RATE DATA

All Values GPM

DATE/ TIME (NUREG 1107) CORRECTED
DURATION L N N N Lg g U U U

04/16/88 0.7941 0.80 0.09 0.19 0.1882
12:59 a.m.
2 Hours

04/19/88 1.7516 1.76 0.07 0.17 0.1713
07:24 a.m.
2 Hours

04/23/88 2.5950 2.59 -0.01 0.09 0.0918
08:25 a.m.
2 Hours

04/30/88 2.9331 2.94 0.12 0.22 0.2202
08:09 a.m.
2 Hours

05/07/88 2.6042 2.60 0.00 0.10 0.1072
12: 46 a.m.
2 Hours

G = Identified gross leakage U = Unidentified leakage
L= Licensee calculated N = NRC calculated

Columns 2 and 3, 5 and 6 correlate + 0.2 gpm in accordance with NUREG 1107. N
u

is corrected by adding 0.1044 gpm to the NUREG 1107 N due to total purge flow
u

through the No. 3 seal from RCP's.
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NRClGPUNMEETING
'

APRIL 26,1988

EG

I. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT Of 0BJECTIVES R.L.LONG

A. Present GPUN Safety Review Process

B. Address WRC Concerns to Date

C. Develop Path for Resolution

II. SAFETY REVIEW PROCESS

A. Overview R.P.GEMNN

B. Historical Develope nt R.P.GEMNW

C. Self Assessment of the Effectiveness of the

SafetyReviewProcess P.f. Wells

D. NRC Issues - IR 87-08 and IR 88-04 R.J.McG0EY,

a. Tech Spec Compliance

b. 10 CFR 50.59 Compliance

c. Procedurellsplementation Adequacy

1. Consistent Perforence in Determining
|

EffectonSafety

11. Level of Detail in SE Documentation

111. Review of Procedure Changes

d. Licensing Basis Documents

III. CONCLUSION R.L.LONG

(6122f)x

_ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ .__.
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Page 2.

I GPU Nuclear Corporate | Number'

Nder | Policy and Procedure Manual
| 1000-ADM-1291.01

ritle Procedure for Nuclear Sal'ety and Envirorynental Isipact i Revision No.Review and Approval of Documents
| 4
i

EXHIBIT 7
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SAFETY / ENVIRONMENTAL DETERMINATION AND S0JO REVIEW
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Page 3.

I GPU Nuclear Corporate ! Number
'

q gp I Policy and Procedure Manual
1000-ACM-1291.01

11 tie Procedure for Nuclear Safety and Environmental Impact | Revision No.Review and Approval of Documents
I 4
1

. EXHIBIT 8

ENuclear
SAFETY EVALUATION
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SAFETY REVIEW PROCESS .

(GPUN PROCEDURE 1000-ADM-1291.01)

PRIMARY EXPECTED NRC GPUN
ISSUE RESULTS POSITION POSITION

Tech. Spec. Compliance Full Compliance Achieved (NRC minutes of Achieved (SE on 1291.01)
2/14/87 Mgat.) (IR 87-04,
3/09/87)

10 CFR 50.59 Compliance Full Compliance Achieved (IR 87-04, 3/09/87) Achieved (SE on 1291.01)

Procedure / Implementation Procedure provides Guidance is insufficient to Guidance and training are sufficient
Adequacy guidance to insure achieve consistent perform- to achieve adequate safety review;

adequate safety ance in determining effect but improved training is needed to
reviews are on safety (i.e. SD does not achieve more consistent quality
performed. prompt research of design performance.

basis).

Guidance is not prescrip- Guidance on level of detail has been
tive w.r.t. level of detail appropriate to insure nuclear safety;
for SE documentation (NOV, but improved training is needed to
IR 87-08). achieve more consistent quality

performance.

Disagree with NOV conclusions.

Procedure does not require 50.59(a)(2) questions are addressed on
that unreviewed safety ques- changes to procedures which affect
tion determination [(50.59(a) riuclear safety. This exceeds require-|
(2)] questions be addressed ments of 10 CFR 50.59 and is in
on all changes to procedures accordance with Tech Specs.
based on procedure
classification.

l
.

6714f
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SPECIFIC SECONDARY ISSUES
(IR 87-08 AND IR 88-04)

GPUN GPUN ACTION TO PROPOSED
ISSUE DESCRIPTION REQUIRED ACTION ACHIEVE RESOLUTION NRC ACTION

Level of detail la.*SE did not address None required. Cited None. Re-evaluate.
in documentation- basis for conclu- SE verified to include

NOV (IR 87-08) sion w.r.t. safety adequate documentation.
aspects (seismic) (SE written prior to new
of a modification. process for non-safety

related application.)

Modification None. Provide SE for NRC Verify adequacy of
included insert to inspection. SE for MS-V6 positioner
safety related replacement, completed
valve positioner 12/85 (IR 88-04)
(MSY6)

lb.* Safety characteris- None required. Tech Functions Re-evaluate. Verify
tics were not con- procedure revised to procedure revision.

sidered in a revi- require new SEDR/SE (IR 88-04)
sion to an SE on a forms for SE revisions
modification. to assure 50.59 consi-

derations addressed.

2b. Adequacy of SU&T None required. AP 1001J revised to Re-evaluate. Verify
test results to identify requirements procedure revisions.
satisfy surveill- for using SUST data. (IR 88-04)
ance test require- SP-002 revised to
ments. include 1000-ADM-

1291.01 safety
requirements.

2c.*SE for Rev. 2 to None required. None required. Re-eval uate.
GPUN SRP procedure SE identified Tech
did not address Spec compliance.
Tech Spec compliance.

* NOV item based on SRP in effect prior to 9/01/86.

6714f
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SPECIFIC SECONDARY ISSUES .

(IR 87-08 AND IR 88-04)
(cont'd)

!

GPUN GPUN ACTION TO PROPOSED
'

ISSUE DESCRIPTION REQUIRED ACTION ACHIEVE RESOLUTION NRC ACTION

: Definition of Provide specifics Procedure revised to None required. Verify procedure
Licensing Basis of "Licensing specify "safety analysis revision (IR 88-04)i

i Documents Basis Document" report" consistent w'th
guidance. 50.59 (defined based on1

10 CFR 50.34 part b)

;

6714f
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SAFETY ANALYSIS REPORT

o 1000-ADN-1291.01hasbeenrevisedtodefineSafetyAnalysis

Reportas:

A. UpdatedfinalSafetyAnalysisReport

B. OperationalQualityAssuranceprogram

C. EmergencyPlan

D. fireHazardsAnalysisReport
'

E. GPUN Docketed Comitments on which Operating License

Amendmentwasbased(asreferencedinNRCSER's)

o Terminologyconsistentwith10CFR50.59

o Definition based on 10 CFR 50.34 part (b).

.

N
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ATTACHMENT 3

GPUN/NRC MEET!hC

TMI-1 7R OUTAGE
.

9 a.m. APRIL 27, 1988

AGENDA

I. INTRODUCTION H. Huki11

II. OUTAGE PREPARATION /SCCi/E 0. OYCKMAN

III. WORK FORCE MANAGEMI.NT J. FREW

IV. PREPARATION FCR STARTUP T. G. BRCUGHTON

V. SUMMARY H. HUKILL

6715f/0167f
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_'IMI-l PERNWMCE CYCLE 6

CYCIE 6 1988
FACIOR 1987 'IO DA'IE 'IO DATE

CAPACITY FACIOR 74.1 94.8 10 3.2

EORCED OUTAGE RATE 5.3 4.6 2.3

REACIOR TRIPS 3 3 0
(UNPIANNED)

RADIATIO 4 EXPOSURE 150.7 56.4 14.1
(PERSON-RIM TLD)

AS CF APRIL 27 - 370 EITECTIVE FUIL PCHER DAYS-

COPE DESIG1 425 + 15 EFPD-

SET ALL TIME RECOhD OF 153 021SECUTIVE IAYS-

'IURBINE Of LINE ETBRUARY 16

OUTAGE START JLNE 17 (61 DAYS)-

S'IEAM GENERA'ITE IEVELS (LIMIT 92%)-

APPICKIMATELY 90%

REACIOR 000IANT PUMP SEAIS-

.

._ . ,_ _ _ m., - . _ _ _
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Major Dutage Work to be done by the Plant

Refuelirq Activities 134 Tasks

OTSG Support Work 156 Tasks
(

Turbine Generator Support Work 45 Tasks

MOVATS Testing 56 Valves

LLRT 125 Valves /Penet

Surveillances 270 Tasks

Preventive Maintenance 1077 Tasks

Corrective Maintenance 034 Tasks

Miscellaneous Modifications 17 Mods

All maintenance work requiring a refueling outage is planned*

for completion in the 7R Outage.

. -- _ _ ____ _ _ _ - _______ _ ________ ________ __ ______-
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~

OPLOT 7POU1 AGE WCf SCHEDULINC - TWI UNIT-3 Rdh 29 Waft 88 09 .O

,

PACE I SHEET t CPU HUCLE AR CORP. ,19h8 PROsECT/2 8684START 4JAN82 WORK INC SCHEDuiE
.

'
uv, 1 sCnEDutE BAR CHARTFINI3H 290CT99

LINE BREAK ON DESCRIP FOR ZONES ONLY WODE C/FEDATA DATE 28 WAR 88 SORT BREAKS START FINISH NODES INTERVAi- 2 DAY (S)
|26JUN88 JJUL88 |IOJUL88 17Jui.88 | 24JUi88 31 jut 88 | 7AJC88 14AUC88| |13|20|22|24|26 28|30|2 |4 |6 |8 |1012|14|16|18|20|22|2426 |28|30| 1 |3 |$ |7 9 |51|13|1S|17|19|

PRELIMINARY
- = = -

$ 19AUC88
/R RE-FUELING OUTAGE COWPLETE

$ 19AUC88
[EfSIIEggygg)ICAL eg749ggg g ggggggg

PLANT SHUTDOtlN & COOLDOtlN
I19JUN88 14JUL88 I
EDDY CURRENT TESIING & OTSG TUDE PLUGCING

|2OJUN38 . 14JUL88 |
REACTOR CC4'L ANI PutP SEALS
120JUN88 14JUL88 |
FUEL HANDCMC BRIDCE ilf0RK

15JUL88 I i 17JUL88
REMOVE HEAD & PLENUW / INSTALL SEAL PL ATE ^

18JUL88 C 19JUL88
PREP & FLOOO FUEL TRANSFER CANAL

I20JUL88 6AUG88 I
FUEL SHUFFLE

7AUC88 O 7^uc88
DRAK SECONDARY SIDE VACduW

7AUG88 I IllAUC88
RE-INST ALL HEAD & PLENUM

12AUC88 0 i2AUC88
FILL AND VENT RCS

13AUG88 I i19AUG88
OOLL ING PLANT START-UP

|67JUN88 1AUC68 I
A2SA-53222 INSPECT & OVERHAUL TURBINE
(PRELIMINARY)

[ 22JUN88 6AJC88 ]
A2SA-3 3678 NATURAL DR) AFT COOLING toner REPAIR(PRELIMINARY SCHEDULE

I20JUl88 6AUG88 I '

A2SA-50081 nECHANICAL C
(PRELIMINARY SCHEDULE) LEANING

_
- - 2RELliVINARY
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ATTACHMENT 3

8R REGULATORY REQUIRED ITEMS

- REACTOR REFUELING (76 ASSEMBLIES)

- TEST SNUBBERS ON 2 REACTOR COOLANT PUMPS

- OTSG EDDY CURRENT TESTING'

- OTSG TUBE PLUGGING AS NECESSARY FROM ECT

- INTEGRATED LEAK RATE TEST OF REACTOR BUILDING

- ISI

- AUGMENTED INSPECTIONS OF DETECT EROSION / DEGRADATION

- REPLACE OBSOLETE BAILEY ' BY' TRANSMITTER

- INSTALL FLOWMETERS ON PUMP RECIRC LINES FOR IST

i

i

l

i

l

l

. _ . . , . . . , , _ . _ . _ . . _ _ _
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ATTACHMENT 3 #9'

SIGNIFICANT CONTINGENCIES FOR 7R

ITEM POTENTIAL SCHEDULE
EFFECT

- Turbi - Generator Inspection
Er. ling Replacement / Repair None

Field Reinsulation 10 Days
(Could put TG on Critical Path)

- Augmented Pipe Erosion / Corrosion Inspection, Unknown
Repair / Replacement (ISI)

- Check Valve Internals Replacement None
(Based on Inspection Results)

- Condenser Boot Seal Replacement None
(Based on Inspection Results)

- Letdown Cooler Replacement None

- Turbine Generator Torsional Test 3 Days

}

{.

. - _-__ - - -
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ATTACHMENT 3 1
,

SCOPE DF 7R .

I
MAJOR WORK ITEMS

* - Regulatory Required

- Reactor Refueling (76 assemblies)*

- OTSG Eddy Current Inspection (approx 2500 tubes)*

- OTSG Iube Plugging as necessary ter ECT*

- RCP Seal Replacement, All 3 Seals, All 4 Pumps

- OTSG Mechanical Cleaning and Sludge Lancing

- Inspection of 4 Feedwater Nozzles

* - ISI Inspection

- Augmented Main Steam Erosion Inspection*

- Turbine / Generator Overhaul ('B' LP Turbine, 'A' Feed Pump
Turbine, Valves and Generator Exciter)

- Natural Draft Cooling Tower Refurbishment

- Fuel Handling System Upgrades

* - R.G. 1.97 Upgrades - Seismic Upgrade of Control Room Panels
- Instrumentation

- OTSG Insulation Replacement

- RC Snubber Block Valve Replacement*

- External Reactor Vessel Dosimetry*

* - Remote Shutdown Enhancement

- Reroute Circuits for Appendix R Open Items*

.

''

e . . _ ,,, _---n ,.--..----.,n .-,.
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.

TMI-1/
MCF WORK PROJECTS SUMMARY
OVERALL PLANNING ESTIMATED TO BE AT 80%

3/24/ 8 8 3/30/88 4/6/88 4/13/8 8 4/20/88 % PLANNED & ISSUED

MCF

RAMP-UP 23 21 20 19 17 88

RAMP-UP/0UTAGE 13 13 13 13 16 75

0UTAGE 28 32 31 31 30 26

SUB-TOTAL 64 66 64 63 63 55%

PM (Mods planned by MCF)

RAMP-UP 6 6 6 6 5 40

RAMP-UP/0UTAGE 2 2 2 2 2 50

OUTAGE 9 9 9 9 9 44

SUS-TOTAL 17 17 17 17 16 43%

TOTAL JOBS 81 83 81 80 79 53%

|

,

_______ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ _
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ATTACHMENT 3

3

;

MANHOUR ANALYSIS |
,

I

|
*

CYCE 7R - T0"AL LRP MANH0lRS 156,900
'

|
*

CYCE 7R - CURRENT 0."AGE 122,000

*
CYCE 7R - CU3 RENT PRECUTAGE 12,300

*
CYCE 6 - PR0sEC"ED USAGE 37,000 |

- 20/ NEE ( S"AR"NG 'EB. 88

- 50/ NEE ( S"AR"NG A3R L 88 |
i - 70/ NEE ( RAMPP t .NE 88 !
|

| ut. ti, tus

| l
- _ - - . - _ - _ _ - - _ - _ __ _ _ _ _ ___ ___ _ .. .
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CYCLES G , , 7 6 8R
Trit-1 -INTEGRATED SG4EDULE

ATTACHtCflT C1
APR. 18, 1938

LABOR RESOURCE USAGC UITH PARTIAL RATPUP FOR 7R
NX* YTU
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nenas aunas I nucas | ocTsa :ocess|rEsa9 |AgRa9 ;uns9 i mca9 |ocTso Iocca9 ree90|Agr.9o !m.
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t
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A4.0 PEft INCREASIt1G B6%E
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|
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ATTACHMENT 3
'

.. !
.

|

CONTRACTOR MANAGEMENT |

TURBINE GENERATOR OVERHAUL
'

- General Labor Contractor - Brown Bovari - Disassembly / reassembly
Subcontracts:

NDE (MQS)
Turbine Weld Repairs (PRO-MAC)
Oxide Blasting (ARCO)

- Generator Inspection / Repair - Mechanical Dynamics & Analysis, Inc.
- Technical Direction - GE

NATURAL DRAFT COOLING TOWERS - Custodis Ecodync

OTSG UPPER HEAD & RCS INSULATION - Performance Contracting, Inc.
:

OTSG MECHANICAL CLEANING - B&W

'

CONDENSATE STORAGE TANK COATING - Contractor TBD

| * All other projects - UE&C/ Catalytic via General Maintenance Contract

* Select projects will have vendor technical direction-

- RCP Seals
- Fuel Handling Bridge
- RCP Snubber Blocks,

- MU-P -1B Rotating Element
- MSSV Repairs
- OTSG Plugging -

..
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ATTACHMENT 3

MCF - MONTH OF APRIL HIRING PLAN

W/O 3/28/88 -- NOTIFY HALL
- 4 Electricians

W/O 4/04/88 -- TRAINING
- 4 Electricians

W/O 4/11/88 -- NOTIFY HALL
- 2 Insulators
- 6 Electricians
- 6 Pipefitters

| W/O 4/18/88 -- TRAINING
- 2 Insulators
- 6 Electricians
- 6 Pipetitters

-- NOTIFY HALL
- 2 Laborers
- 3 Carpenters

W/O 4/25/88 -- TRAINING
- 2 Laborers
- 3 Carpenters

TOTAL CRAFT AVAILABILITY AT END OF APR;L
- 6 Carpenters.

- 20 Electricians
- 3 Insulators
- 7 Laborers
- 16 Pipefitters

TOTAL = 52



'

"
. 'O 28 88- 8.

|

|*

ATTACHMENT 3 ;

|
1

MCF - MONTH OF MAY HIRING PLAN

MAY 2 -- 16 PEOPLE IN TRAINING FOR UNIT 1
- 6 Carpenters
- 6 Electricians
- 3 Laborers
- 1 Staff

MAY 16 -- 4 PEOPLE IN TRAINING FOR UNIT 1
- 3 Millwrights
- 1 Teamsters

MAY 23 -- 10 PEOPLE IN TRAINING FOR UNIT 1
- 6 Electricians
- 4 Pipefitters

MAY 25 -- 6 PEOPLE IN TRAINING FOR UNIT 1'
- 2 Electricians
- 2 Painters
- 2 Pipefitters

MAY 31 -- 10 PEOPLE IN TRAINING FOR UNIT 1-

- 10 Millwrights

.- _. .- . . ..
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ATTACHt1ENT 3 50-289/88-08 ,[[
Page 14

TMI-1 SITE ACCESS TRAINING '

April May June July Total04 11 18 25 02 09 16 23 30 06 13 20 27 04 |11 18 25Division
TMI-l
Ops & Maint

25 9 4'

Pl.n a t Enq 38
3 3 12 3 21Tech Functions

Eng Projects
SULT
Administration
Mat's Ngat
Warehouse
Hrn Resources 1
S2curity
Training

Communications ~

Q&RC
Red Con 21 21QA Mod / Ops 3 14 36 12 6 71Comptroller

Plan & Nuc Saf
MCP

Cat. Staff 1 1 1 1 4Cat. Craft 4 14 5 12 6 38 28 107
Contr. Other 28 14 14 56NDCT Contr. 12 21 23 26 6 88TOTAL 4 1 14 5 2 0 22 0 15 58 114 75 47 29, 18 3 407

*Approximately 88 of the total MCF work force are anticipated
to require only minimal (1/2 day) training - S.8DCT upgrade.
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ATTACHi1EllT 3

OUTAGE CONDUCT

CHANGES SINCE LAST GUTAGE-

- OUTAGE EXPERIENCE REVIEW

,

STARTtP PREPARATIONS

- PROCEDURES

- TRAINING

| - VALVE LINEUPS
|

|
| - SURVEILLANCES
|-

i
|
'

RESTART READINESS REVIEW --

l - STARTUP SEQUENCE DIAGRAM
i

k

\
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